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San Jose Scale-Insect Experiments in 1904
Bulletin 144of this station contains an account of the experimental spraying work against the San Josh scale-insect for 1903.
I n December of that year tests were made in Bridgeport to
determine whether fall or early winter spraying with lime and
sulphur could be depended upon to hold the scale in checlc in
Connecticut. About 770 trees, mostly Japan plum, with a few
peach and pear trees, were treated. A few trees in New Haven
were also sprayed in the fall.
In the spring of 1904, spraying experiments were conducted
at New Haven, Westville, Wallingford, Milford and Southington. The boiled mixture did not seem to adhere to the
trees as well as last year, doubtless owing to the different
climatic conditions. Wherever the lime and sulphur mixtures
are used there is a decided tendency for the young scales to set
upon the fruit and leaves instead of the twigs that have been
covered with the spray mixture. This is doubtless the case
where any adhesive mixture is used, and often the fruit is disfigured by the scales when they are not abundant on the twigs.
All of the lime and sulphur mixtures seem to have considerable value as fungicides.
Young scales were first observed crawling on June 25, a t
New Haven.
The whole number of trees and plants treated in these experiments was approximately as follows :
Bridgeport - .- .- - -. 772 December treatment.

1

14
New Haven .--..--Westville - - - - - - .-.
.
Wallingford .--.-.150
130
Milford .-..- - - - - - - - 481 ) Spring
.
- treatment.
Southington - -.--New Haven . - - - - 35

1

Total..

....-.- -

4134

The effects of the winter on the trees make it impracticable in
many cases to express the results of the spring treatment in
exact figures, as was done in bulletin 144. In some cases,
however, this can.be done, and we consider the general results
to be of sufficient value for publication, and so present them in
the following pages :

EFFECTOF THE WINTERON THE TREES. '
I t would be manifestly unfair to give any account of experimental spraying work against the San JosC scale-in'sect without
mentioning the very unusual effect of the season in causing
injury to trees and orchards. The extraordinary winter killed
many peach and plum trees in Connecticut, and thousands were
seriously injured. Scale-infested trees, as a rule, were the first
to show this injury and thousands of such trees in peach
orchards went into ,the winter in a weakened condition never
to leaf out again. But the damage was by no means confined
to infested trees. In some places young and vigorous peach
trees were frozen and killed to the snow line and had to be
cut away, while in many orchards, especially on the lower levels,
the fruit buds were entirely destroyed. In some instances trees
leafed out, but soon withered and died. Large apple trees in
different parts of the State appeared sickly in June and July
and some of the branches withered and died. An examination
failed to show the presence of any parasitic trouble, and their
condition could be ascribed only to winter injury. On the
whole, ~onkecticutorchards suffered a vast amount of damage,
from which some of them will not recover in several years, if
ever.
At the time of cutting twigs to examine the insects prior to
spraying, the best looking infested twigs were selected, but the
extent of this winter injury could not then be determined. But
in many cases the infested wood was injured or dead and most
or all of the scale-insects were dead in consequence, before the
spray was applied.
In June, when the twigs were cut for the second examination
to show the effect of the treatment, the trees were in leaf and
it was easy to distinguish the living from the dead branches.
Only living branches, of course, were examined at this time,
and in some cases the number of living insects after the treatment exceeded the number found on the injured branches at
the first examination.

Ordinarily we find that a portion of San JosC scale-insects
are killed each winter-probably
by the climatic conditions.
Twenty-five per cent. is about the average mortality, and 75
per cent. of living insects is about the number that we expect
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Ibs. lime.
14 Ibs. sulphur.
Flowers of sulphur, sulphide in lumps,
6 lbs. sodium s u l ~ h i d e . both added to slaking lime.
J
40 galls. water.
12'Ibs. ca"stic soda'
Dissolved
soda in cold water and applied.
40 galls. water.
13.- 7 lbs. caustic soda.
Dissolved soda in cold water and applied.
40 galls. water.
14.~14lbs. lime.
'I
~jlbs. sulphur.
Light sulphur flour and caustic soda added
7 l b r caustic soda.
to the slaking lime.
40 galls. water.
15.-20 1bs. lime.
1 Light sulphur flour and caustic soda added
I4 lbs. sulphur.
5 Ibs. caustic soda.
to the slaking lime.
J
40 galls. water.
I I.-20
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EARLY
WINTERSPRAYING.
O n account of the unfavorable weather and the rush of work
in late winter and spring, it would frequently be more convenient for orchardists to spray in the fall. Ordinarily in
Connecticut the San JosC scale-insect continues breeding until
about December I. Last fall the young were observed crawling on December 2. W e believe that if the spraying can be
done as soon as the leaves drop or during November, that a
large proportion of the young will be killed, and that they are
much more susceptible to the effect of the sprays than after
they are partially grown and better protected by their shells
or armor. The mature insects die naturally, before spring,
and it is only the half or partially grown individuals that carry
the species through the winter.
The experiments in fall spraying herein described were made
December 10 and later, and though satisfactory it seems reasonable that even better results might follow from a treatment
made two weeks earlier in the season.
Experiments at Bridgeport.
At Bridgeport an orchard of about six hundred Japanese
plum, one hundred and twenty-five peach, thirty-four pear and
ten quince trees was sprayed with the lime and sulphur mixture
December 10 and 11. The trees were quite close together
and irregular in size. This orchard was sprayed in the spring
of 1902 with crude oil and water. While this treatment was
quite successful, some scales came through alive, and as the
orchard is in a badly infested locality, conditions were favorable
for the scale to continue to breed. Since the treatment in 1902,

The trees were coated as thoroughly as possible. On some
of the trees that had been sprayed with the soap and oil solutions the mixture did not seem to stick as well, and when the
trees dried the coating was of a bluish grey color.

EARLY WINTER SPRAYING, NEW HAVEN.
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No twigs were cut for the purpose of examining the scales
at the time of treatment, but it was assumed that IOO per
cent. were alive at that time, as the insects had been breeding
up to a few days previous and there had been no cold weather
to cause wholesale destruction of them. Twigs were cut
January 2, 1904, and examined, and again on June 22. The
figures are given in Table I. on page 8.

Results at Bridgeport.
I t has already been stated that the trees were not made very
white by the mixture (Formula No. I). This is partly due to
the fact that oil had previously been used on some of the trees,
and partly due to the small quantity of lime in the mixture.
Nevertheless, the adhesive qualities were good and the mixture
could be seen on the trees in some places when the final examination was made on October 20.
O n December I*II, when the spraying was done, the scales
were about all alive. On January 2, less than a month after
the application, twigs were cut and examined, with the result
that an average of 17.5 per cent. of living insects were found.
This can fairly be attributed to the effect of the treatment,
principally because no severe weather or ice storms had occurred
to kill the scale-insects in unusual numbers.
The results of the second examination of twigs on June 22
are somewhat disappointing, as an average of 10.6 per cent. of
living insects were found after one of the most severe winters
known in recent years. I n spite of the rather large percentage
of living insects in this test, the writers believe that fall or early
winter spraying can and soon will be practiced by the growers.
W e shall make further tests along this line. The following
account of fall spraying at New Haven shows better results in
figures than the Bridgeport experiments.
When the final examination was made of the sprayed trees
at Bridgeport on October 20, they were found to be in a very
satisfactory condition. The trees had made good growth, borne
a crop of fruit and few living scale-insects could be found.
Experiments at N e w Haven.
On December 19 a number of small trees and shrubs in the
western part of the city were sprayed with the lime and sodium
sulphide mixture (Formula No. 5 ) . The sulphide was broken
into lumps not larger than butternuts and was added to the

.

SPRING SPRAYING, WESTVILLE.

II

upon the trees. This malces a mixture which is ash-grey in
color and does not disfigure the trees and shrubs to which it is
applied like the boiled mixture; but it is very caustic in its
action, and therefore needs to be handled with more care. Sore
spots are formed wherever it strikes the skin and it corrodes
the finger nails; therefore face and hands should be well protected if this mixture is to be used.
A few trees on the station grounds were also sprayed during
December, using the same formula.
Table 11. contains the data connected with these tests.

Results a.t New Haven.
Most of the trees sprayed with lime and sodium sulphide were
on rented land and were destroyed by the tenant on vacating the
premises in April. The twigs examined, therefore, were cut
during April instead of June, as in most of the other experiments. Nevertheless the percentage of living insects was reasonably small, though probably the winter is partly responsible.
Two larger trees (apple) on the station grounds received similar
treatment, and though only 5 per cent. of living insects were
found in June the trees were fairly well coated with scaleinsects in October at the writing of this bulletin.

SPRAYING
IN LATEWINTER
AND SPRING.
Westville Experiments.
About 150 pear trees were sprayed on March 21 and 24.
This is the same orchard that was sprayed last year and
described in bulletin 144, page g. The condition of the trees
generally was about the same as last year, except that those
treated last season with Bordeaux mixture and plain whitewash were more scaly than was the case a year ago, and also
more scaly than the other trees. Nearly all were seriously
infested, but had not suffered from winter injury as much as
most peach and plum trees in the same region.
March 21 was a bright, still day, becoming cloudy in the
afternoon, with a light snow at night and a light drizzle of rain
in the forenoon of the 22.
The boiled mixture (see formula No. 2, page 5) was used
on the first five rows, beginning on the northwest side. Hot
water and light sulphur flour were added to the hard finishing

Experiment
Numbers.

'I

Pear.

Kind of
trees.

I

lo

treated.

oNfU~',"f

Formula No. 1414 lbs. lime.
14 lbs. sulphur.
7 lbs. caustic soda
I 40 galls. water.
Formula No. 128 lbs. causlic soda.
40 galls. water.

Majority badly infested.

Majority badly infested.

11
11

1

I

1

!

lbs. sulphur.
lbs. sodium sulphide.
40 galls. water.
I

10-

Formula No.

Majority badly infested.

1

F o r m u l a No. g14 Ibs. lime.
6 lbs. sulphur.
'
6 Ibs. sodium sulphide,
40 galls. water.

Majority badly infested.

Materials applied

Formula No. z14 lbs. lime.
14 Ibs. sulphur.
: 40 galls. water.

i

I

Majority badly infested.

Condition of trees
before treatment.

10.7

4.3

4.1

6. I

percentage.

Alive after

i

I

I

i

I

N o injury by spray. Some injury by scale a n d winter.

N o injury by spray. Some injury by scale a n d winter.

N o injury by spray. Some injury by scale a n d winter.

INO juryinjury
by spray. Some inby scale a n d winter.
i

-

N o injury by spray. Some inj u r ~ rby scale a n d winter.

Effect of treatment on trees.
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MAICING THE BOILED MIXTURE.

2I

C. E. Lyman sprayed 12,000 trees at Middlefield, and it has
already been mentioned that the Highland Fruit Co. of Wallingford sprayed their entire orchard of 9,000 trees. Other growers
who have done more or less spraying with the lime and sulphur
mixture are A. C. Sternberg, West Hartford; C. I. Allen,
Terryville ; T. H. & L. C. Root, Farmington ; Barnes Brothers,
Yalesville; A. E. Plant & Son, Branforcl; G. F. Platt & Son,
N. D. Platt & Son, Milford; Hall & Barnes, Wallingford, and
many others.
I n ICeney Park, Hartford, a great deal of spraying was done
in the ornamental planting of trees and shrubbery, and the
writers are informed that the lime and sulphur mixture is considered preferable to any of the oils or soaps previously used
here for the purpose of killing the scale.
So far as can be learned, the results of this spraying work
have been on the whole satisfactory. The boiled mixture has
been used in most cases, and the work done in the spring. The
care with which the mixtures are made and applied, the condition of the trees, and the climatic conditions all affect the
final results.
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MAICINGTHE BOILEDMIXTURE.
A portable steam boiler is probably the most convenient outfit for cooking the lime and sulphur mixture for the average
orchard. The boiler can be set up in the orchard, preferably
near a water supply, and the mixture cooked in open barrels.
Common rubber hose is more convenient than iron pipe for
conveying the steam to the barrels, as it can be removed more
readily. The mixture can then be applied as fast as it is made.
Each line of hose should be fitted with a valve. If there is no
spring or stream of water near the orchard it is not impracticable to cart water to the boiler, as was done at I'dallingford
by the Highland Fruit Co., or to cart the boiled mixture a mile
or more from the boiler to the orchard. Mr. Plant of Eranford cooked the spraying mixture near his house, drawing
water in a spout directly into the cooking vats from a spring
on the hillside. From the boiler the mixture was carted in
tight casks into the orchard about a mile-distant, drawn off
into the spray barrels and applied. The portable boiler can
be used in any moderate sized orchard, but is capable of cooking material for large orchards. The Kinney "Safe" engine

with boiler is a common source of power on Connecticut farms,
and this has probably been used more than any other forms of
portable boilers for coolting the mixture, and has been very satisfactory; one of 5 h. p. capacity furnished steam to cook all of
the mixture used in spraying 9,000 good sized peach trees in the
orchard of the Highland Fruit Co. at Wallingford. An outfit
of similar size and pattern was used in an orchard of 12,000
trees by Mr. C. E. Lyman of Middlefield. Some of the
largest orchards, however, are provided with more permanent
stationary cooking plants. That of Barnes Brothers of Yalesville has already been described and figured in the Report of
this Station for 1902, page 120. A much more elaborate outfit has been devised by Mr. J. H. Hale of South Glastonbury.
(See plate 111.a.) Mr. Hale's plant consists of a horizontal
boiler of 20 h. p. connected by pipes with eight barrels in
which the materials are boiled. Above each barrel the steam
pipe has a valve, and at the bottom of the barrel the pipe is
fitted with a 4-way connection containing short pipes drilled
with small holes for the escape of the steam. By this arrangement no stirring is necessary. The bottom of each barrel is
also connected by pipe to the water supply, and by means of
valves the boiled mixture can be diluted, and drawn off through
the same pipes into the spray barrel or into caslts to be carted
away. This appears to be a good type of a large cooking
plant.
I t is not essential, however, for the owner of a small orchard
to go to the trouble and expense of fitting up an elaborate outfit of this sort. Neither is it necessary to employ the portable
boiler, as the mixture can be cooked very satisfactorily with
steam from the heating plant of the house; in a set kettle or
portable feed cooker, such as are in use on many farms, or even
in a kettle on the stove, where small quantities are required. A
feed cooker used in our Westville experiments is shown on
plate 11.b.
Finishing lime should be used where possible, as this slakes
completely, leaving little sediment to clog strainer and nozzles.
I t comes in hard white lumps, costs more than mortar lime and
generates more heat in slaking. I t is important that the lime
should be properly slaked, for upon this depends in a large
measure the amount of sediment. Water should be added to
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